Witchblade #1

Return to the classic issue which made
WITCHBLADE Top Cows flagship title!
Writers David Wohl (DARK SECTOR
ZERO, BROTHERS IN ARMS) and
Christina Z. (JENNA JAMESONS
SHADOW HUNTER) and top ten artist
Michael Turner (JLA) introduce Sara
Pezzini, Kenneth Irons, Ian Nottingham,
and of course the mystical gauntlet - The
Witchblade - to the world!

Later, at the party, Kenneth Irons, a man who has used illegal means to gain fame and fortune, is planning on giving
away a powerful item called the Witchblade. Read reviews and discussion of Witchblade #1 from Caitlin Kittredge and
Roberta Ingranata, published by Top Cow Productions. Compare critic reviews for Witchblade #1 by Caitlin Kittredge
and Roberta Ingranata, published by Image Comics.WITCHBLADE #1 2ND PTG. IMAGE COMICS. WITCHBLADE
#1 2ND PTG. NOV178001. LIFE AFTER, Part One Gunned down and left for dead on a New York - 2 min - Uploaded
by Freakopolis NetworkIan here from the Freakopolis Geekery with a quick review of a fresh release out of Image
MEDIEVAL SPAWN WITCHBLADE #1. IMAGE COMICS. MEDIEVAL SPAWN WITCHBLADE #1. FEB188898.
(W) Brian Holguin, Brian Haberlin (A) BrianWitchblade #1 is worth a spot in your weekly purchase. It does an
excellent job creating a story that is intriguing and allows readers to ease into the legend of the Despite some slightly
confused plotlines, WITCHBLADE #1 is a fantastic comic book. With a stellar female cast and a potent and clean art
style,Demons are real and walking among humans, and every one of them is intent on taking out the Witchblades newest
host before she becomes too strong to kill. Issue #1 has sold out! Wow, thank you to all the fans for supporting this bold
new chapter in the Witchblade saga! And thank you Caitlin 9.0/10 review of Image Comics WITCHBLADE #1 by
Caitlin Kittredge, Roberta Ingranata, Bryan Valenza, and Troy Peteri. Writer: Caitlin Kittredge. Artist: Roberta
Ingranata. Colors: Bryan Valenza. Letterer: Troy Peteri. Cover: Roberta Ingranata & Bryan Valenza.Read Witchblade
(2017) Issue #1 comic online free and high quality. Unique reading type: All pages - just need to scroll to read next
page.WITCHBLADE #1. IMAGE COMICS. WITCHBLADE #1 she became host to the Witchblade, a mystical artifact
that grants the woman wielding it extraordinary
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